1. For the operator Tr(D) defined by -d3/dx3 and a triple of boundary conditions irregular in the sense of Birkhoff, the reduction of this triple to canonical forms is implicit in the reduction made for a more general third order operator (Theorem 1.2).
A now classical paper on the expansion of functions in an infinite series whose terms are eigenfunctions of an ordinary linear differential operator defined by BC's R(B) was written by Birkhoff [2] . Subsequently, the corresponding problems for certain second or third order differential operators defined by irregular boundary conditions were treated by Hopkins [8] , Stone [14] , and Ward [16] . In [14] , the series obtained was summable by means, rather than convergent in the usual sense; in [8] and [14] , special irregular BC's were considered, and strong restrictions were placed on the type of function to be expanded. Hoffman [7] has proved that the operators ±d2/dx2 on L2(0, 1) (or those differing from them by bounded perturbations) associated with BC's 1(B), have complete sets of eigenfunctions, but are not spectral. In §4 it will be proved that Tf(D) has a complete set of eigenfunctions under the condition stated there.
1. Classification of third order boundary conditions. Each 1(B) set of BC's for the third order operator T3(D), which includes T3 as a special case, will now be reduced to one of fourteen canonical sets of BC's, thereby simplifying identification of 1(B) sets of BC's and calculation with them. The BM will be used to designate the BC's. It is assumed that the BC's are normalized. The following table then gives Since k3 <2, we have a32 = b32 = 0. Since k2 <2 in Cases 3-7, we have a22 = b22 = 0 in these cases. In Cases 1 and 2, it is permissible to take one, but not both, of Ö22 and b22 as 0, for the reasons which follow. Let A< = A,+i. The submatrix /ai bi \ Vfli+i bi+J of the BM cannot have a null row, by the definition of order of a BF. If it has a null column, then the order of one of the BF's can be reduced by means of a LC, thus resulting in an equivalent pair of BC's and a later case (in Cases 5 and 7, the LI BF's preclude a null column). If both elements of a column are not zero, then a suitable LC will replace one of them by zero. Consequently, both elements of one diagonal or the other can be replaced by O's, thus giving two (mutually) symmetric subcases. These replacements will be made shortly in each of the six cases to which they apply. Upon listing the conditions on the elements of the BM in the seven respective cases, and choosing ut = ei(i'~ï)rli (1=1, 2, 3), p = i, where * = ( -1)1/J, expanding the determinant in (0.3.1) leads to further conditions on these elements in the R(B) and 1(B) (abbreviated as R and I) subcases, as indicated below. All cases except Case 4 involve two subcases which are symmetric in the sense indicated above. Only one of the two has been selected for each such case; selection of the other merely results in the further conditions (labelled R or I) with the letters a and b interchanged. For brevity, the subcase has been indicated by specifying only one of the nonzero elements. In Case 1, for example, the statement baj^O implies a^O, and 022 = 612 = 0. The further conditions, which result from either o< = 0 or o,+i = 0 and 0o = O or 0i = O, are rejected when inconsistent with the particular subcase treated. In Case 1, for example, the conditions including 0,12 = 0 are rejected as inconsistent in this sense.
Case 1. |au| + |6U| >0, b22*0, \an\ +\bn\ >0. The purpose of this section is to write sets of BC's equivalent to the BC's 1(B) in Cases 1-7 respectively, and having as many 0's in their BM's as possible. After selecting the consistent further conditions, we note that if an element a< or A< of the BM is not zero, then the LC obtained by multiplying the BC corresponding to its row by the reciprocal of this nonzero element replaces it by the element 1. Also, by adding multiples of this row to the preceding rows we do not change any coefficient of a higher order derivative, and so all elements above the 1 and in the same column can be replaced by the element 0. The necessary LC's will not be stated, and the original notation will be kept for each element other than 0 or 1. By proceeding in this way, we have proved Theorem 1.2. Any three LI third order BC's 1(B) are given by linear BF's expressible canonically by one of the following BM's, whose columns are ordered as in (0.2), or the BM's obtained from them by interchanging the letters a and b and also the "a" and ub" submatrices of each BM: Remark 1.2.1. In Case 4(a), the reason for selecting the indicated further condition will emerge from the discussion following Corollary 3.2.1. In all other cases, the (a) subcase has a shorter uninterrupted sequence of 0's proceeding up the successive columns of the "a" submatrix of the BM than does the "b" submatrix.
The identification of degenerate sets of BC's for T3~(D) depends upon its characteristic determinant [CD, A], and will be made at the end of the next section.
2. The CD and Green's function for Tn(D) [9] . The CD for Tn(D) is defined by Proof. This lemma is a special case (involving two »X2re matrices) of a theorem proved in the treatise by Muir [10] . Proof. This is an instance of the usual rule for multiplying two determinants.
Lemma 2.2. Z(x; t)= 2^,1" CKMK(x; t), where CK has the same meaning as in Lemma 2.1, and MK(x; t) is the (» + 1) X(« + l) determinant formed by first augmenting the Wmatrix by the (« + l)iA row g(0), • • • , g("-1)(0). g(l), • • •, g(n-1)(l), g(x; t) and the (2n-\-l)th column yi(x), • • • , yn(x), g(x; t), and then taking as the first « columns those corresponding to the respective columns of pK, and yi(x), ■ ■ ■ , yn(x), g(x; t) as the (n + l)th column.
Proof. Expanding the defining determinant for Z(x; t) by minors of its last row gives
where Ay is A with its/th column deleted and Ui(g), ■ • ■ , Un(g) as its «th column. The theorem used in proving Lemma 2.1 is also applicable to Ay and gives, after interchanging summations over/ and k,
where p.«,-transposed is u, with the jth row written as the nth and g replacing y, in it. The proof is completed by noting that the expression multiplying C, in (2.2.2) is precisely the expansion of i!7»(x; t) by minors of its last column, since p«y is the transpose of the minor of y>(x) in this expansion.
Corollary 2.2.1. If the LT of the FS y7*(x) into the FS y¡(x) is given by ?>(*) = S*-ic;*3\*(*) Ci"-1, • • • , «), then M,(x; t) = (det cjk)My,(x; t) where My* is obtained from M, by replacing the FS y¡ by the FS yy):
Proof. By the rule for multiplying determinants, each minor of the last row (the g-row) of M, equals det e,* times the corresponding minor of MT«. Corollary 2.2.2. Af«(x; t) is invariant under the change from onefs g(x; t) to another.
Proof. Since any two fs's differ only by a LC of the y,(x), such a change merely adds to the last row of MK a LC of the other rows.
Remark 2.2.2. The convenient fs's will be g"(x; t), gb(x; t) defined by g" = 0 for x<i, go = y(x; t) for x>i; gb=-y(x; t) for x<i, gb = 0 for x>t; y(x; t) is the solution of 7,(7>)y = 0 such that dk-1y/dxk-l = 0 (k = 1, • • • ,»-l) at x = t, and dn-ly/dxn~l= -l/po(t) at x = t.
In order to use two convenient FS's, we need the following Definition. The Special formulae for « = 3 :
LetX = p3. Formula (2.5.04), Remarks 2.3.2 and 2.3.1 give, respectively,
=p~2u3(p(x -t)). The BM and determinants formed from it will be designated by writing only one row, with the subscript i omitted. Using (2.5.03) and (2.5.04) gives the desired matrices: 
where the columns for each C, have been ordered as in the BF's (0.2), and that the terms CAT« of Z(x; I, p) are as indicated in Table 2 .5.1, which follows.
Each power pm« occurring as a factor of Mt has been associated with C, for convenience in the work of §4. 
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Remark 2.5.1. Using only the NFS pl~'Uj(px) entails more calculation (although less than the FS e"V). and requires (2.5.05) and (2.5.09) for simplification.
In order to identify and exclude degenerate cases, (2. In the next section, some general results will be obtained from which information about the spectrum of T3~(D) will then follow by specialization. ; that is, the term of largest absolute value as |z|-+». A transition direction <pw is the direction of the outgoing perpendicular to a side 5 of the ID. In the direction <pw, each EP on 5 corresponds to a PT. This means that the terms of F(z) of largest absolute value in the direction <pa correspond to those exponentials e"-* whose EP's lie on S. where \¡/-*0 exponentially as |z| ->oo, for z in the AR of Remark 3.0.5. We substitute (i/2) log (a/ß) = ± (n-l/2)ir-0, where | Reö| <w/2 and the positive integer n is large enough, to ensure this (i.e., makes |^| <1). Thus, ±(-l)"-1 sin 6 = f. Therefore, 0 -> 0 and 8 = 0(sin 6) = Oty). From (i/2) log (a/ß) = (*/2) [log (P1(z)/P2(z)) + (al-a2)z], 0" = 7r/2+arg(«1*-a2*) = 7r/2-arg(ai -o2) and arg z=<¡>u+x, where |x| <e by Remark 3.0.5, it follows that arg[(i/2)(«i -a2)3]=7r-|-x and that only the lower sign is applicable in the expressions ±(n -\/2)ir and ±( -l)n_1 sin. Therefore, as n-»°o Here and subsequently, the term 20 is dropped, since its inclusion would merely lead to terms which are 0(6). We have established, for A = 1, the following induction hypothesis:
For p = k, with A some positive integer, let 8(p) and w(p> be given by where pi=im log n-\-(im log 27r+c). The following lemma (whose proof is obvious, and so will be omitted) will be used:
Lemma 3.1. If Q = 0(n~b log" n), with a and b non-negative integers, then Q=0(n~k~2 log*-1-2 n) whenever b>k + 2 (independently of a), and whenever b = k + 2,agk + 2.
In the expression for £5 preceding Lemma 3.1, the quantity a, given by * o m n~lpi + £«-,'-1r\,,-, y-i is a LC of quantities which are of the form n~ß log" w, where 0 -a<ß -k+l, except for the first term of n~lpi, which has a = /3=l. Therefore, in the resulting multinomial expansion for a", which is a LC of quantities n~b log" «, among those terms having the same value for b one and only one will have the largest value for a; namely (n~Hm log w)\ when b = q=l, 2, • • • , k-\-l-s.
When o = k + 2 -s, then a = k +1 -s, and (2»t)-*»-* log" n = 0(«-*~2 log *+2«) by Lemma 3.1. Therefore, Case (2). mi = m2, Pi f^Pi-Since the term im log w drops out of (3.1.4), p\ = c, and the TP for log(l+£) does not appear. The essential details of Case (1) hold when all (nonzero) powers of log n are simply deleted; p\, P'i} in (3.1.7), and P'wj in (3.1.8) are replaced by the constants c, caj and c'v} respectively. Therefore, p (3.1.9) ii« = 2nir + c + Z <W»~> + O^'^1) >-i for all integer p > 0.
Case (3). P1=P2. Since Qi(w)=Q2(w) in (3.1.3), the result is w=(2w-l)x +26. Thus, we have proved Theorem 3.1. Let the ES F(z) be defined by F(z) = £JL, P,(z)ea>' (N> 1), wAere the P,(z) are polynomials respectively of degree m, in the complex variable z, and the o" are distinct complex constants. Let the consecutive vertices a* and a* of the ID for F(z) be the only EP's on the side joining them, and ordered so that 4>w = ir/2-\-a.rg(a* -a2*), where <pw is the argument of the outward normal to this side. The zeros z" corresponding to this side, w.f.m.p.e., are simple, and given by zn = (e4*"/ I «i -«21 ) 2nw + im log(2wir/ | «i -«21 ) + e (3.1.10) + Z n-'pj(\og n) + 0(n~k~l log*+1 ») i-l wAere A is an arbitrary positive integer, m = m\ -m2, c = -it -nupw -\-i log (C10/C20), C10 and C2o are the leading coefficients of Pi and P2 respectively, and pj(\og n) is a polynomial, of degree j in log n with the leading coefficient (2ir/j)(m/2iri)i+l, reducing identically to a constant when m\ = m2 and to zero when Pi=P2.
In addition to Theorem 3.1, the following results will characterize a(T^), the spectrum of T3~(D). In the corresponding Cases l(b)-7(b), mb>ma and the values listed above for ma become those for mb. It is unnecessary to consider these cases separately. The significant items for the spectrum of Tf(D) are exhibited below. The AR's including the first two listed values of <pw are the only ones for which Theorem 3.1 will be applied; by applying the substitution p = -p' and Corollary 3.2.1, the AE's for the remaining AR's will then result. The remaining analysis will not require these AE's, but the knowledge that for # = arg p bounded away from <p", and for r= \p\ sufficiently large, the corresponding X is not in the spectrum of P. For example, examination of these AE's shows that X£E<r(Pr) for e<0<7r/6 -e, as r-><». This fact will be used in the next section. The notations G(x; t, X) and G(x; t, p) will be used interchangeably. It will be proved that, with a possible exception to be specified later, the eigenfunctions of Tr(D) span Z.2(0, 1), provided that the BC's (0.2) are nondegenerate. We proceed to show that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.0 are satisfied by Px of T3(D). G(x; t, X) is continuous in x and / over the unit square defined by 0S*ál, 0 = /gl; therefore, /¿/¿| G\ 2dxdt< <*> for all X<í<r(Pr). By the results of the preceding section (or Schwengeler's work), the zeros of A(p) approach, in an angular sense, the <pw rays for which <pw is an odd multiple of ir/6 in Case (1) and an even multiple in Cases (2) and (3). More precisely, these zeros, w.f.m.p.e., lie in the AR pairs defined by <pw -t<<p<<pw and <pw<<f> <<j>u,-\-e, where e>0 and suitably small, and (¡>w = sir/6 (s-+1, • • • , +6).
Therefore, \($l<t(T3) as r-*°o when (s -l)7r/6 + e<4><sir/6 -e; that is, when (s-l)7r/2-|-3e<arg
X<sir/2-3e (s=-5, -4, • • • , 6). Therefore, X(£a"(Pr), if we impose the restrictions (s-l)7r/6 + e<<p<(s-l)7r/6-r-(e + e'), and S7t/6 -(e + e') <<p<sir/6 -e, where €'>0 and arbitrarily small. The corresponding X lie outside the disjoint AR's, in the X-plane, given by (s-l)ir/2 + 3(e + e') <arg X<S7r/2-3(e + e') and any four consecutive integer values of s; we select s= -1, 0, 1, 2. These disjoint AR's obviously meet the requirements of Theorem 4.0. For the remaining values of s these AR pairs are merely duplicated. Estimates are needed for [/¿|Z(x; t, X)|2df]1/2 and for A, in accordance with (4.0.1). We designate the four AR pairs in the p-plane corresponding to s=l, 0, 2, -1 as AR pairs (1), (2), (3), (4) respectively. It will be seen later that the remaining values of s result in the same estimates as these do. We require the arrangement in Table 4 .2.1 of the exponentials exp(+pto¡g), for q real and p in the AR pairs (l)-(4) respectively, in descending order of absolute value as r-><». For g>0, the first three exponentials ->°° in absolute value and the last three ->0. For «<0, the descending order is reversed, and the preceding statement then applies. e~f"if, e**"!«, e'""''1, e~<m''', e~pa'g, e'"**';
The estimating of [/¿| Z(x; t, X) |2]"2 will be simplified by noting that , Also, the factor |p"*»|2 of | MK\2 will be regarded as written outside the integral sign and accounted for after integrating the estimates for | p~m'Mt |2. These integrals may (and will) be used instead of the io| P~m"MK\ 2dt themselves, since the O and/symbols may be written in reverse order. For brevity, the transitive relation /> = 0[ctJ will be designated by p<~q, and |p~m«Äf«| by QK. We shall use the ordering of the MK in Table   2 .5.1. Unless otherwise specified, the upper sign of a ± or + symbol will refer to the AR pairs (1) and (3), and the lower to the AR pairs (2) and (4). k= 1. For x>t, Çi<~exp{ (x -t)r cos (ir/3+4>)}, by Table 4 where a+ß = 3+y, by (2.5.02). We drop the e""* term of (2.5.01) for each of these u's, since e""*4 = e-"«->0 for q>0 in all four AR pairs, by Table 4 .2.1.
On using (2.5.08) and applying the identity Since we have excluded the degenerate case P"=0, P& = 0, we now consider the following three cases: Case (1) P"^0, P¡,^0; Case (2) Po^0, Pt=0;
Case ( (I-Ai') = -I Co I rm°-V c°8 <*/3-*)(l -h{).
We see at once from Table 4 (1 -A3') = -I CM I r-»-»e""*(l -H).
By Table 4 .5.1, (fl\Z\ 2dt)1'2 is possibly of exponentially larger order than A
